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A common challenge faced by liner operators in practice is to effectively allocate empty containers now in a way that minimizes
the expectation of costs and reduces inefficiencies in the future with uncertainty. To incorporate uncertainties in the operational
model, we formulate a two-stage stochastic programming model for the stochastic empty container repositioning (ECR) problem.
*is paper proposes a separable piecewise linear learning algorithm (SPELL) to approximate the expected cost function. *e core
of SPELL involves learning steps that provide information for updating the expected cost function adaptively through a sequence
of piecewise linear separable approximations. Moreover, SPELL can utilize the network structure of the ECR problem and does
not require any information about the distribution of the uncertain parameters. For the two-stage stochastic programs, we prove
the convergence of SPELL. Computational results show that SPELL performs well in terms of operating costs. When the scale of
the problem is very large and the dimensionality of the problem is increased, SPELL continues to provide consistent performance
very efficiently and exhibits excellent convergence performance.

1. Introduction

*e acceleration of global economic growth and the ex-
pansion of global trade networks have led to an increasing
demand for cargo transportation. *e explosion of global
trade has also been accompanied by the increasing use of
containers as an economic and safe mode of transportation.
A container that is fully loaded with cargoes from the
shipper is transported to destination ports and delivered to
the consignee and unloaded. *en, the container is emptied
and stored at the destination port until it is booked for
another consignment. However, when there is an imbalance
in the number of export and import containers, some ports
have a surplus of empty containers while others have a
deficit. Under this situation, empty containers must be
repositioned from surplus ports to deficit ports.

*e trans-Pacific trade lane is taken as an example:
according to UNCTAD [1], the annual container flow from
Asia to North America (i.e., the eastbound) increased to 17.8

million twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs), while that in
the opposite westbound directions increased to 8.6 million
TEUs, which generated the imbalance of container flow for
9.2 million TEUs in 2017. A similar situation has been re-
ported for the container flows between Asia and Europe.
Song [2] point out that the repositioning cost for empty
containers is 27% of the global fleet running cost, and 20% of
total container movements by ocean transportation are
empty.*us, empty container repositioning is a crucial issue
for practitioners, and liner shipping companies must find an
effective way to reposition their empty containers.

1.1. Motivation. Several planning models have been devel-
oped for liner companies to improve the efficiency of ECR
[3–9]. Some research has examined deterministic situations
[10, 11]. However, in the highly competitive shipping in-
dustry, operational-level planning requires decision-making
with uncertainties. Although the shipping company knows
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the exact demand according to the long-term contracts and
makes delivery schedule based on demand information, liner
operators face many uncertainties, such as port congestion,
weather, and supply and demand fluctuation. *ese un-
certainties might need liner operators to change the planned
decision adaptively. Consequently, taking into account the
uncertain nature of parameters in the ECR problem has
attracted considerable attention from academics and
practitioners.

*is study is primarily motivated to solve the ECR
problem faced by a major Chinese shipping company that
we work with. Interview with the company reveals that,
among the various uncertainties, the uncertainty of future
demands, remaining vessel’s capacities, and supply are the
most influential. Transportation and repositioning decisions
in the ECR problem are considered wait-and-see decisions in
practice. Given the dynamically changing environmental
information in the shipping industry, the ECR decisions
must be adjusted whenever new information is updated.
Hence, we develop a two-stage stochastic model in the
rolling horizon policy to deal with the dynamically changing
demands, remaining vessel’s capacities, and supply in this
study.

A well-known approach for dynamic decision-making is
stochastic programming in which the uncertainty is char-
acterized by a known probability distribution of parameters
[7, 12, 13]. However, data forecasting accuracy, such as
demand forecasting with historical data, is usually low and
data estimation is difficult in practice. It is impossible to
achieve complete knowledge about the distributions of
uncertainties with historical data. Moreover, the stochastic
ECR problem with a large number of scenarios is compu-
tationally intractable [7]. To overcome this limitation, we use
a time-space network to illustrate the stochastic ECR
problem and propose a separable piecewise linear learning
algorithm (SPELL) to solve the problem. SPELL does not
require any information about the distribution of uncertain
parameters, and the learning steps in SPELL can provide
information for updating the expected cost function
adaptively by using sample information on the objective
function itself. Furthermore, since our ECR problem has a
network structure (time-space network), when we use a
separable approximation and the approximation function is
piecewise, we can solve the problem as a pure network flow
problem, which is a well-known polynomial solvable
problem. *erefore, the large-scale stochastic ECR problem
can be efficiently solved, and we show the efficiency of our
approach numerically in this study.

1.2. Literature Review. *e ECR problem has attracted
considerable attention in academia [14, 15]. Generally, these
studies can be categorized into the strategic, tactical, and
operational levels. At the strategic level, the decisions include
price strategy and competition and encroachment and
canvassing strategy [16, 17]. At the tactical level, most de-
cisions concern the service network design problem [18–21],
ship deployment, and fleet sizing [9, 11]. *reshold policies
are also studied at this level [22, 23]. At the operational level,

a highly dynamic environment is characterized, and most
decisions focus on the transportation of empty containers
among terminals/depots [5, 7]. *is study aims to provide
operational-level decisions for shipping companies.

Several researchers have considered the uncertain nature
of parameters in ECR problems. For instance, Crainic et al.
[3] introduced two dynamic formulations for the allocation
of empty containers in single- and multicommodity cases
given that both demand and supply are stochastic in nature.
Cheung and Chen [24] proposed a two-stage stochastic
network formulation of the ECR problem under uncer-
tainties. *is two-stage modelling successfully combines the
deterministic and uncertain information of the problem and
requires the approximation functions to be strongly convex.
Erera et al. [12] and Shan et al. [21] developed a robust
optimization framework for dynamic ECR problems that are
modelled by using time-space networks. *is robust ap-
proach modelled the uncertain supply and demand by using
intervals regarding the nominal forecast value, and the
repositioning plan can be adjusted under a set of recovery
sections. *is approach is consistent with the current
repositioning operation and can be easily applied. Francesco
et al. [13] proposed a stochastic programming model with
uncertain data for ECR and solved the model using mul-
tiscenario optimization. However, the multiscenario model
built by Francesco et al. [13] is subject to a small number of
scenarios model. Long et al. [7] formulated a two-stage
stochastic programming model for ECR and solved the
program with the sample average approximation (SAA).
*ey utilized the scenario aggregation to handle an ex-
tremely large number of scenarios. However, in these study,
the distribution of uncertain parameters is assumed to be
estimated in advance. In this study, we will propose a
separable piecewise linear learning algorithmwhich does not
require any information about the distribution of uncertain
parameters in advance, and this algorithm can solve large-
scale ECR problems efficiently.

To incorporate uncertain parameters, we model the
problem as a two-stage stochastic program. Studies have
proposed various approximation schemes for two-stage
stochastic programs that can be grouped into four cate-
gories: scenario methods that use fixed samples to ap-
proximate the underlying probability space [7, 25, 26];
stochastic gradient techniques that update the solutions by
using stochastic subgradients as directions [27]; primal and
dual decomposition methods [28, 29]; separable approxi-
mation methods [30–37] that replace the expected recourse
function with separable approximation functions. *e sce-
nario method is very efficient, but the distribution of un-
certain parameters is assumed to be estimated in advance,
and its solution might not always converge to the optimal
one. Meanwhile, the stochastic gradient technique has been
proven to be convergent by projection [38], and the
drawback is that the algorithm is inefficient. Given these
characteristics, we combine the stochastic subgradient
technique with the separable approximation method and
propose the SPELL algorithm. SPELL does not need to know
the distribution of the uncertain parameters in advance.
Furthermore, SPELL can utilize the network structure of the
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ECR problem and solve the problem as a pure network flow
problem very efficiently. To our knowledge, for the maritime
empty container repositioning problem, no existing study
utilized the network structure of the ECR problem, and
applied the separable piecewise linear learning algorithm to
solve the large-scale stochastic ECR problem efficiently. *is
study is to fill in this gap for maritime transportation.

Among the above methods, the methods by Godfrey and
Powell [32] and Cheung and Powell [30] are the most
relevant to our study. Godfrey and Powell [32] proposed the
adaptive piecewise concave approximation (CAVE) algo-
rithm, which demonstrated exceptionally good experimental
performance, but they did not provide any provable con-
vergent results. To achieve convergence to optimal solutions,
Cheung and Powell [30] proposed a convergent approxi-
mation algorithm (SHAPE), but it differs from our study in
two main aspects. First, SHAPE uses a sequence of strongly
convex approximation functions, while SPELL uses sepa-
rable piecewise linear approximation functions. Since the
ECR problem has a network structure, strong convexity
requires a nonlinear term in approximation functions that
might destroy the pure network structure and demands
additional computational effort. Second, SHAPE may be
stuck in a corner solution when the second stage is stochastic
linear programs without the projection step. By contrast, we
introduce projection steps [36, 37] to help SPELL to jump
out from a local optimum and achieve a global optimum.

1.3. Contribution. *e main aim of this study is to solve the
real-time maritime ECR problem with uncertainties effi-
ciently. In summary, contributions of this paper are
fourfold. First, we propose a two-stage stochastic program
model for the ECR problem with uncertainties. Since this
model takes into account most port operational require-
ments and the actual shipping service schedule, it is very
easily applied in the shipping industry. *e stochastic
model which considers some uncertain parameters may
provide more robust decisions, and therefore the opera-
tional cost of ECR can be further reduced. Second, we
propose the SPELL algorithm with limited information on
distribution of uncertain parameters, and the learning steps
in SPELL can provide information for updating the ex-
pected cost function adaptively through a sequence of
piecewise linear separable approximation. Moreover,
SPELL can utilize the network structure of the ECR
problem and solve the large-scale problem very efficiently.
*ird, we theoretically prove the convergence of SPELL for
two-stage stochastic programs. Finally, we conduct a
performance analysis through the practical-scaled nu-
merical experiments. *e computation results reveal the
efficiency of the proposed algorithm, which does not need
to know the distribution of the uncertain parameters in
advance.

*e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the problem definition and mathematical models.
Section 3 presents the SPELL algorithm for the two-stage
stochastic ECR problem. Section 4 presents the performance
analysis of SPELL through the computational experiments.

Section 5 concludes the paper and presents directions for
future research.

2. Problem Formulation

Our problem focuses on the operational level decisions of
the ECR problem. Due to the global trade imbalance, the
empty containers in surplus regions like North America
have to be repositioned to deficit regions like Asia. One of
the trans-Pacific shipping routes as shown in Figure 1 is
taken as an example. *e itinerary of this route forms a loop.
We can arbitrarily deem that this itinerary starts and ends at
Qingdao. Let p ∈ P represent the index of ports on a round
trip for the route service r ∈ R. *en, we can define Qingdao
as Port 1, Ningbo as Port 2, Shanghai as Port 3, Busan as Port
4, New York as Port 5, Norfolk as Port 6, and Savannah as
Port 7. Shippers usually pick up the required empty con-
tainers from the port (p � 1, 2, 3, or 4), consolidate their
cargoes into these containers, and then take the laden
containers back to the port to wait for vessels. *ese laden
containers are then loaded on a vessel and will be trans-
ported to the cargo receiver for unpacking at the destination
port (p � 5, 6, or 7). After unpacking, the empty container
can either be moved/stored at the port (p � 5, 6, or 7) for
future reuse or be repositioned to another port
(p � 1, 2, 3, or 4) to meet the shippers’ demand. However, it
usually takes a long time to deliver the across-region con-
tainers. For instance, the transit day from New York to the
first arrived port in Asia (Qingdao) is 42 days.*us, shipping
companies should place their orders about 6 weeks in ad-
vance to satisfy the demand in Asia.

In practice, whether the demand orders in the deficit region
could be satisfied mainly depends on the empty container
inventory stored at ports in the surplus region as well as the
remaining capacities of vessels. Moreover, due to the long lead
time of empty containers, liner operators usually make or-
dering decisions based on forecasting with historical data.
However, it is usually difficult to obtain accurate forecasting for
more than two or three weeks.*erefore, liner operators will be
hard pressed to make operational level decisions for ECR, and
inefficient ordering decisions might be made owing to low
forecasting accuracy. To overcome this limitation, we propose a
stochastic programming model that considers three major
sources of randomness in the ECR problem, namely, the de-
mands at ports, the supplies at ports, and the remaining ca-
pacities of vessels for empty containers. *is model does not
need to know the distribution of the uncertain parameters in
advance. Other uncertain factors, such as the transportation
time between two ports, are not considered.

Without loss of generality, we make several assumptions
in our model. First, we assume that the shipping service
schedule is fixed and given in the planning horizon. *is
assumption is valid given that the planning horizon of our
model is short (several weeks) and that the service schedule
is not changing frequently. Second, after laden containers
are unloaded from vessels at their destination ports, they
become empty and can be reused or repositioned to other
ports. *ird, when the demands cannot be satisfied by the
empty container inventory at surplus ports, we have to lease,
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buy, or temporarily use containers provided by other
shipping companies, all of which involve a penalty cost [7].
Note that we do not make decisions on laden container
transportation in this study, and the same assumption is
common in the literature (e.g., [7, 40]). Unlike empty
containers, laden containers have fixed origins and desti-
nations. Furthermore, the laden container transportation
and ECR problems are usually considered separately in the
shipping industry. *erefore, we do not treat the number of
laden containers to be shipped from one port to another port
as a decision variable; instead, we assume that this number is
given. Our model makes ECR decisions after the laden
container transportation is planned.

Our problem focuses on short-term decision-making
while considering the influence of these decisions in the
planning horizon. To illustrate the stochastic ECR problem,
let us consider a time-space network of the ECR problem as
in Figure 2. *is network has been divided into two parts: in
stage 1, all parameters are deterministic and known, while
some parameters in stage 2 are unknown when a decision is
made in stage 1. *e repositioning decision made in stage 1
determines the initial state when solving the problem in
stage 2. S is a cross-region service. In this study, we consider
each region separately. ECR decisions related to ports in the
target region are made, while the coordination with other
regions is not considered. We only consider the information
in the target region when decisions on the number of empty
containers into/out of the target region are made. To make
the two-stage stochastic ECR model easy to understand, we
first introduce the following deterministic ECR model.

2.1. Deterministic ECR Model. We first assume that all pa-
rameters in the planning horizon are known and then
formulate a deterministic ECR problem. *en, we incor-
porate uncertain parameters into our model and propose a
two-stage stochastic ECR model for the stochastic ECR
problem. Table 1 presents the notations.

We consider several cost elements for the ECR problem,
including empty container lifting-on cost C0, empty container
lifting-off cost C1, inventory costs of empty container C2,
empty container transportation cost C3, and empty container
penalty cost C4, which can be formulated as follows:
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Afterward, we formulate the deterministic ECR problem
(D1) as
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Figure 1: A transpacific shipping service route operated by the shipping liner COSCO. Source: COSCO [39].
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Figure 2: Time-space network for ECR.

Table 1: Notations for the ECR problem.

Indices and sets
p *e index of ports
P *e set of ports
r *e service route
R *e set of service route
v *e container size
V *e set of container size
Pr *e set of ports on service route r

ps
r *e port corresponding to the stop s on service route r

Input parameters
bs

r *e beginning time when service r arrives at its stop s

Bs
r *e set of beginning time when service r arrives at its stop s

es
r *e ending time when service r arrives at its stop s

Es
r *e set of ending time when service r arrives at its stop s

ts
r *e transportation time from stop s to the next stop on service route r

ds
r *e number of days that the service r stays at stop s

capv *e capacity of one container of size v (capacity here means volume and weight)
αt

p,v *e quantity of the supply of empty containers of size v at port p at time t

βt
p,v *e quantity of the demand of empty containers of size v at port p at time t

cs,t
r *e remaining capacity for empty containers on service route r when leaving stop s at time t (laden container excluded)

ut
p,v *e cost of unloading one container with size v at port p at time t

ltp,v *e cost of loading one container with size v at port p at time t

ht
p,v Per period cost of storing one container with size v at port p at time t

wt
p,v *e penalty cost of one container with size v at port p at time t

cs,t
r,v *e transportation cost from stop s to the next stop on service route r for one container with size v

Decision variables
xu,s,t

r,v *e number of empty containers of size v unloaded at stop s on service route r at time t

xl,s,t
r,v *e number of empty containers with size v loaded at stop s on service route r at time t

xh,t
p,v *e number of empty containers with size v stored at port p at time t

xw,t
p,v *e number of empty containers with size v that cannot be satisfied by the empty containers at port p at time t

xc,s,t
r,v *e number of empty containers with size v transported from stop s to the next stop on service route r at time t
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(7)

Constraint (3) denotes the service flow constraint that
considers the balance of container flows for each service
route. Constraint (4) is the port flow constraint that guar-
antees the balance of container flows at each port for each
time. Constraint (5) is the capacity constraint. Constraint (6)
guarantees that the number of empty containers unloaded
from a vessel is less than the number of empty containers on
this vessel. Constraint (7) guarantees that all the decision
variables should be nonnegative.

2.2. Two-Stage Stochastic ECR Model. To incorporate un-
certain information, we develop a two-stage stochastic ECR
problem. In stage 1, all information is known and all pa-
rameters are deterministic, while in stage 2, some parameters
(supply αt

p,v(ω), demand βt
p,v(ω), and remaining capacities

of vessels, cs,t
r (ω)) are uncertain when decisions are made in

stage 1 [7]. At the beginning of stage 1 (we refer the first week
as stage 1 in this study), liner operators make repositioning
decisions in the target region and across regions. *e de-
cisions will be made again when new information is updated
later. Let ω ∈ Ω denote a realization of the unknown pa-
rameters when decisions at stage 1 are made, but these
parameters are known when the second stage decisions are
made.

We then develop the following two-stage stochastic
model (S1):

S1: minf x1(  � c
T
1 x1 + Eω Q x1,ω(  , (8)

s.t.

A
1
i x1 � b

1
i , i ∈

N1

NI

,
(9)

B
1
i x1 � si, i ∈ NI, (10)

x1 ≥ 0, (11)

where given a realization ω and a set of in-bound flows to
stage 2, the optimal value of the stage 2 problem Q(x1,ω) is
given by

Q x1,ω(  � min c
T
2 x2(ω), (12)

s.t.

A
2
i (ω)x2(ω) � b

2
i (ω), i ∈

N2

NI

,
(13)

B
2
i (ω)x2(ω) � si x1( , i ∈ NI, (14)

x2(ω)≥ 0. (15)

In the above model, equations (8) to (11) define the stage
1 problem, and the objective function of stage 1 is to
minimize the total operational cost. cT

1 x1 is the operational
cost of stage 1, and Eω[Q(x1,ω)] is the expected operational
cost of stage 2. Equations (12) to (15) define the stage 2
problem. *e decision variables x1 and x2 denote the de-
cision variables of the stages 1 and 2 problems, respectively,
while c1 and c2 denote the stages 1 and 2 vectors of cost
coefficients, respectively. In addition, A1

i , B1
i , and b1i denote the

constraint matrices for stage 1, whileA2
i (ω), B2

i (ω), and b2i (ω)

denote the uncertain parameters for stage 2 constraint metrics.
si denotes the container state of stage 1. It is the empty
container inventory at each port and at each vessel at the end of
stage 1. si(x1) denotes the vector of the initial empty container
state of stage 2 for a given x1. Decisions x1 in the stage 1 are
communicated to the stage 2 through the state variable si.
Constraints (9) and (11)fd15 include the constraints of the
deterministic ECR problem (D1), the ship capacity constraint,
the service route flow balance constraint, and the port flow
balance constraint. Constraint (10) sets the empty container
state at the end of stage 1 and shows the inventory at each port
and vessel at the end of stage 1. Constraint (14) sets the initial
container state of stage 2. For a given x1, the initial container
state (si(x1)) in stage 2 must be equal to the ending container
state in stage 1(si).

3. Solving Methodology

*e main challenge for solving two-stage stochastic pro-
grams in most practical cases is that the expected recourse
function,Eω[Q(x1,ω)], is excessively complex due to un-
certainty. In this section, a new separable piecewise learning
algorithm (SPELL) is proposed to approximate the expected
cost function of the ECR problem.

Let Q(x1) denote the approximation function. Essen-
tially, SPELL is a combination of the stochastic subgradient
technique [27] and the separable approximation method
[24]. *e stochastic subgradient technique updates the so-
lutions of problem (S1) by using stochastic subgradients as
directions [27]. *ese subgradients can be obtained from the
scenario (ω) at each iteration, and the approximate function
can be updated successively as follows:

Q x1(  � g
− k

 
T
x1, (16)

where g− k is a smoothed estimate of the gradient of the ex-
pected cost function at iteration k. For this method, conver-
gence is achieved by projection [38] although the disadvantage
is that the method is not efficient. Meanwhile, the separable
approximationmethod replaces the expected recourse function
with separable approximation functions as follows [24]:

Q x1(  � 
I

i�1

Qi x1( . (17)

Note that our ECR problem has a network structure. If
the separable function Qi(x1) is linear or piecewise linear,
and the expected recourse function in equation (8) can be
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replaced with Q(x1) in equation (17), then the stochastic
ECR problem can be solved as a pure network flow problem,
which is a well-known polynomial solvable problem.

According to their advantage and disadvantage men-
tioned above, we combine equations (8), (16), and (17) to
form an approximation of the expected operational cost
function at iteration k as follows:

minf x1(  � c
T
1 x + Q

0
x1(  + g

k
 

T
x1. (18)

*e basic idea is that we would like to approximate the
expected cost function of the stochastic ECR problem (S1)
via an initial convex approximation Q

0
(x1) with an itera-

tively updated linear correction term (gk)Tx1. *e infor-
mation from the linear correction term (gk)Tx1 generated at
iteration k can improve the initial approximation Q

0
(x1).

Note that we use a convex initial approximation function
Q
0
(x1), whereas the SHAPE algorithm by Cheung and

Powell [30] uses strongly convex approximation functions.
Although the strong convexity can guarantee the conver-
gence of SHAPE, the strong convexity requires a nonlinear
term in the approximation function that may destroy the
pure network flow problem structure of our ECR problem
and demands more computational effort. But, when the
second stage is stochastic linear programs, the SHAPE may
be stuck in a corner solution. In order to jump out of the
local optimum, the projection step that implement the
stochastic subgradient method is introduced in SPELL. Our
computational results shows the effectiveness and efficiency
of the projection step, and our analytical results in the
appendix also prove the convergence of SPELL.

In this study, the stochastic subgradient gk is not cal-
culated in the usual manner. As shown later in Proposition 1,
gk can learn the information from the previous (k − 1) it-
erations and update itself adaptively. In contrast, our
method uses the following approximation form:

minf x1(  � c
T
1 x1 + Q

k
x1(  + αk g

k
− q

k
 

T
x1, (19)

where qk is a gradient of Q
k
(x1) at iteration k, gk is sto-

chastic subgradient of Q(x1,ω) at xk
1, that is, gk ∈

Q(xk
1,ωk+1), and αk is the step size and is Hk−measurable.
*en, Q

k
(x1) is updated as

Q
k+1

x1(  � Q
k

x1(  + αk g
k

− q
k

x
k
1  

T
x1. (20)

*e advantage of updating Q
k+1

(x1) is that the stochastic
subgradients used in the previous iterations, namely,
(gk, gk− 1, . . . , g0), can be retained. *us, the objective
function in iteration k involves a weighted average of sto-
chastic subgradient in previous (k − 1) iterations. We call
this a learning step because in each iteration, we are ex-
ploring the approximation function Q

k
(x1) at previous (k −

1) randomly sampled scenarios. We discuss the learning step
in the following proposition.

Proposition 1. 4e approximation function Q
k
(x1) at it-

eration k can be written as Q
k
(x1) � Q

0
(x1) + (gk)Tx1,

where gk is a weight average of the stochastic subgradient in
previous (k− 1) iterations and Q

k
(x1) is piecewise linear.

Proof. Based on equation (18), the approximation of the
expected cost function at iteration k is the initial approxi-
mation Q

0
(x1) plus a linear term as follows:

Q
k

x1(  � Q
0

x1(  + g
k

 
T
x1, (21)

where (gk)Tx1 is the cumulative change of Q
0
(x1) up to

iteration k. Taking the first derivation of Q
k
(x1) in equation

(21), we have

q
k

x1(  � q
0

x1(  + g
k

 
T
x1. (22)

Based on equations (20) and (22), we can obtain
Q

k+1
(x1) as follows:

Q
k+1

x1(  � Q
k

x1(  + αk g
k

− q
k

x1(  
T
x1

� Q
0

x1(  + g
k

 
T
x1 + αk g

k
− q

k
x1(  

T
x1

� Q
0

x1(  + g
k

 
T
x1 + αk g

k
− q

0
x1(  − g

k
 

T
x1.

(23)

*us, we can obtain the relationship between gk+1 and gk

as follows:

g
k+1

� 1 − αk( g
k

+ αk g
k

− q
0

x
k
1  . (24)

From equation (24), we can conclude that gk+1 is a linear
combination of g1, g2, . . . , gk and is piecewise linear. *us,
gk+1 can be updated by the information learnt from the
previous k samples.

*e basic idea of SPELL is that at iteration k, we compare
the slopes of gradient qk(xk

1) with the stochastic subgradient
gk. Afterward, we use the difference of these two slopes to
update Q

k
(x1) linearly. When the solution xk

1 is stuck in a
corner solution, we implement the projection step to jump
out of the local optimum. Let PX: Rn⟶ X be the or-
thogonal projection onto X [38]. We apply the algorithm in
Figure 3 to find a sequence of solutions xk

1 .
Generally, SPELL maintains two-level loops as shown in

Figure 3. In the first-level loop, there are a series of update
processes, in which the approximation function can be
updated iteratively. However, if the solution xk+1

1 is stuck in a
corner solution and the local optimum detector is triggered,
then SPELL will enter the second-level loop, which contains
a series of projection steps. In the first update process, we
construct an initial convex approximation function Q

0
(x1)

and obtain the initial solution x0
1. We then sample a real-

ization of random parameters (supply αt
p,v(ω), demand

βt
p,v(ω), and remaining capacity of vessels cs,t

r (ω), ω ∈ Ω)
solve the corresponding deterministic problem, and calcu-
late the stochastic subgradient of the expected cost function,
gk. Subsequently, the approximation function can be
updated by learning the information from the difference
between gk and qk(xk

1), and we can obtain a new solution
xk+1
1 in Step 4. However, if the newly obtained solution xk+1

1
has an exactly identical subgradient vector qm(xk+1

1 ) as a
solution xm

1 which means the newly obtained solution xk+1
1

triggers the local optimum detector, then SPELL will enter in
Step 6 and implement a series of projection steps in the
second-level loop to jump out of the local optimum.Without
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these projection steps, if xk+1
1 ≠ xm

1 and
|qm(xk+1

1 ) − qm(xm
1 )| � 0, the SPELL algorithm proceeds

directly to Step 3, and the approximation function Q
k+1

(x1)

will be not updated in Step 3. *us, the SPELL algorithm
might become stuck in the corner solution. On the other
hand, if qm(xk+1

1 ) is different from qm(xm
1 ), SPELL will not

enter into the projection step and proceed directly to the
next update process, and the entire update process is re-
peated. Note that, when SPELL triggers the local optimum
detector and enters into the projection step, it might need
several iterations to jump out. Eventually, the algorithm will
be terminated when the total absolute change in Q

l
(x1) over

a certain number of iteration is low
(e.g.,k

l�k−M+1,k>M ‖Q
l
(x1) − Q

l−1
(x1)‖< δ). In the above

SPELL algorithm, k represents the iteration number, and it
updates when SPELL starts a new iteration to obtain a new
solution xk+1

1 (in Steps 4 and 6); m represents the number of
SPELL crossing the projection steps, and it updates when
SPELL satisfies the condition in Step 5; m represents the
number of the first iteration of the m update process, and it
updates when SPELL enters a new update process in Step 3.

Differences between Shape and Spell. *e most remarkable
difference between SHAPE and SPELL is that SHAPE uses

strongly convex approximation functions, whereas SPELL uses
separable piecewise linear convex approximation functions.
Strong convexity requires a nonlinear term in the approxima-
tion function that may destroy the pure network structure of the
ECR problem and demand additional computational effort. To
overcome the limitation of the SHAPE algorithm, the SPELL
algorithm introduces the projection step to construct approx-
imation functions, which are not strictly convex. As shown in
the numerical experiment later, without the projection step, the
SPELL algorithmmight also become stuck in the corner solution
for the ECR problem. Furthermore, our analytical results in the
appendix prove the convergence of SPELL.

Since SPELL adjusts the approximation by a linear term
at each iteration, the following property is obtained. □

Proposition 2. For any two points xi
1 and x

j
1, if q0(xi

1) �

q0(x
j
1), then qk(xi

1) � qk(x
j
1) for any k> 1.

*e proposition holds because the approximation
functions are updated by linear terms.

As shown in Figure 3, if the newly obtained solution xk+1
1

in Step 4 has the exactly identical subgradient vector
qm(xk+1

1 ) as solution xm
1 , then according to Proposition 2, we

can conclude that there will be no update in Q
k+1

(x1) in the

Step 1. Set the iteration counter k = 0 and pass counter m = 0. Construct an
initial convex function Q0(x1). Maintain a sequence of points: {xk}. Let m— be

the number of the first iteration of the m pass.

Step 2. Obtain x1
0 by

(i) x1
0 = arg min Q0 (x1).

Step 3. Obtain qk (x1
k) and дk. Let m— = k, x1

m— = x1
k, and qm— (x1

m—) = qk (x1
k).

Update Qk+1 (x1) by

Step 5. (locally optimum detector). Is

No

Terminate

Yes

Step 7. (stopping criterion check). The total
absolute change in Ql (x1) over a certain

number of iteration is low?

Yes Update m = m + 1

Set k = k + 1

No

|qm— (x1
k+1) – qm— (x1

m—)| > 0 or x1
k+1 = x1

m—?

Qk+1 (x1) = Qk(x1) + αk (дk – qk (x1
k))Tx1.(ii)

Step 4. Obtain x1
k+1 by

x1
k+1 = arg min Q  k+1 (x1).(iii)

Step 6. (projection step). Obtain x1
k+1 by

x1
k+1 = PX (x1

k – αkдk)(iv)

Figure 3: *e flowchart of the SPELL algorithm.
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next iteration. *en, SPELL may be stuck into the corner
solutions. *erefore, we need the projection step in Step 6 to
help SPELL jump out from a local optimum.

Proposition 3. For any two iterations in the mth update
process, say xi

1 and xi′
1, qk(xi

1) � qk(xi′
1) � qm(xi

1) for any
m≤ k≤m + 1.

*e proposition holds because the approximation
functions are not updated when SPELL performs the pro-
jection steps. *us, if the newly obtained solution xk+1

1
produced by Step 6 can pass the locally optimum detector,
then it can help SPELL to jump out from a local optimum
and proceed to the next update process.

4. Computational Experiment

We conduct extensive computational experiments based on
a real-world shipping service network to evaluate the per-
formance of SPELL. All computational experiments are
implemented on a computer with an Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-
7567 CPU at 3.5GHz and 16GB of RAM with Java and IBM
ILOG CPLEX 12.6. We initially introduce the practical ECR
problem and present the effectiveness and efficiency per-
formance of SPELL. Afterward, we demonstrate the per-
formance of SPELL under various distributions. Finally, we
present the convergence performance of SPELL.

4.1. Test Case. To evaluate the performance of SPELL, we
generated three different scale test instances with various
numbers of ports and service routes. In this study, we se-
lected the real-world shipping service routes operated by the
shipping liner COSCO [39] to generate three different scale
problem instances. Table 2 lists the network parameters for
three problem instances.

In Table 2, instance P1 is a small-scale instance that
consists of five intra-Asia service routes (AK12, AK2, AK47,
AK49, and AK5) and nine ports. Instance P2 is a medium-
scale network with 30 ports, 17 intra-Asia service routes, and
two types of containers (20 and 40 ft standard containers).
Instance P3 is a large-scale network with all the 56 ports, 17
across-region service routes, 17 intra-Asia service routes,
and four types of containers (20, 40, and 45 ft standard and
40 ft high cube containers). We define the first week as stage
1 and the second week to the end of the planning horizon as
stage 2. At the beginning of stage 1, all information in stage 1
is known, whereas some parameters in stage 2 are unknown.
When these parameters are identified at the beginning of
stage 2, the liner operator optimizes the shipping decisions.
We set half of the rotation time of the service route as the
lead time.*e rotation times of the 17 across-region services
are shown in the parentheses under Table 2. To evaluate the
performance of SPELL under different distributions of the
uncertain parameters, we consider three kinds of distribu-
tion: normal, exponential, and uniform. In this study, the
step size of our algorithm αk is set to 1/k.

To construct the initial piecewise linear function Q
0
(x1),

we solve a deterministic ECR problem in which the

uncertain parameters are replaced by the sample mean
values. *en, we can obtain s � s1, s2, . . . , si, . . . , sn . For
each i ∈ P, we can construct the initial approximation
function Q

0
i (x) by

Q
0
i (x) � c x − si( 

2
, x � 0, δ, . . . , kδ, . . . , kδ, (25)

where c is a positive parameter and x ∈ [0, Kδ]. Note that x

is an integer in the ECR problem. We use δ here to illustrate
the granularity of the initial function. For the projection, we
calculate the following least-square problem:

x
k+1

� argmin x
k+1

− x
k

+ αkg
k

  
2
, x

k+1 ∈ X. (26)

4.2. Effectiveness and Efficiency Performance Analysis. For
the stochastic ECR problem, obtaining optimal solutions is
generally intractable. *erefore, it is impossible to compare
the solution produced by a method with the optimal so-
lution. One possible way is to develop some bounds on the
optimal solution and then use these bounds to evaluate the
quality of a solution. In this study, we use PB (posterior
bound), a myopic algorithm, and the L-shaped algorithm
[41] as benchmarks to test the effectiveness and efficiency of
SPELL. To obtain PB, we need to solve a deterministic
network flow problem with all realized parameters. Such a
posterior optimization involves no uncertainty because
decisions with anticipation of future demands are allowed.
*erefore, the cost of PB is low and normally unreachable,
and it is used as the lower bound [42].*emyopic algorithm
simply solves a deterministic problem at the current stage
while ignoring uncertainties in the second stage. *us, we
use the results produced by the myopic algorithm as the
upper bound. For the L-shaped algorithm, it is very efficient,
a group a linear programming problems with a series of
cutting planes must be solved. And, we can use the results
produced by the L-shaped algorithm to test the efficiency of

Table 2: Network parameters for three problem instances.

Test instance P1 P2 P3
Number of ports 9 30 56
Total services 5 17 34
Across-region services 0 0 17
Intraregion services 5 17 17
Size of container 1 2 4
Planning horizon 2 weeks 6 weeks 12 weeks
Ports: Bangkok, Boston, Cai Mep, Charleston, Colombo, Colon, Dafeng,
Dalian, Deason, Fuqing, Hai Phong, Halifax, Hochiminh, Hong Kong,
Houston, Inchon, Jakarta, Kaosiung, Kobe, Kwangyang, Laem Chabang,
Lianyungang, Long Beach, Los Angeles, Miami, Mobile, Moji, Nagoya,
Nansha, New Orleans, New York, Ningbo, Norfolk, Oakland, Osaka,
Penang, Port Kelang, Pusan, Qingdao, Savannah, Seattle, Shantou,
Shanghai, Shekou, Shimizu, Sihanoukville, Singapore, Taipei, Tampa,
Tocoma, Tokyo, Xiamen, Xingang, Yantian, Yokkaichi, and Yokohama.
Services: Asia-North America: GME (9 weeks), GME2 (12 weeks), AWE (10
weeks), AWE2 (11 weeks), AWE3 (10 weeks), AWE4 (11 weeks), AWE5 (11
weeks), SEA (7 weeks), SEA2 (9 weeks), AAC (6 weeks), AAC2 (6 weeks),
AAC3 (6 weeks), AAC4 (5 weeks), AAS (6 weeks), AAS2 (6 weeks), AAS3 (6
weeks), and AAS4 (6 weeks); Intra-Asia: AK12, AK2, AK47, AK49, AK5,
PA1, JSM, KTX7, KTX3, CVT2, NCT, CHL-V, JCV, CTJ, CVT-VN, RBC2,
and JVT. *e context in the parentheses shows the rotation time for the
across-ocean service routes.
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SPELL. To evaluate the effect of the projection step, we also
implement SPELL without the projection step, which is
called SPELL-NON, in the following section.

In the experiment, 2000 samples have been run for each
instance to obtain the sample means of PB. *e solutions of
the myopic algorithm, L-shaped algorithm, SHAPE, SPELL,
and SPELL-NON can also be obtained. In this study, we
select the initial functions with δ � 2.

*e results on the total operational cost are listed in
Table 3. Column 1 shows the problem instance. Columns 2
to 5 record the solutions obtained by PB, myopic, L-shaped,
SPELL-NON, and SPELL. *e experiment results demon-
strate that SPELL can achieve near-optimal solutions, which
are extremely close to the PB (within 0.11% gap from PB).
*e solutions of SPELL, SPELL-NON, and L-shaped algo-
rithm are better than those of the myopic algorithm. For the
small-scale instance, the operational cost obtained by SPELL
is 2.67% lower than that of the myopic algorithm. For the
large-scale instance, the operational cost obtained by SPELL
is 7.57% lower than that of the myopic algorithm. *erefore,
compared with the deterministic model, our stochastic
model can reduce the operational cost of the ECR problem.
Notably, the larger is the instance, the relative improvement
of the stochastic model is more significant. Furthermore,
SPELL slightly outperforms SPELL-NON because the pro-
jection steps in SPELL can help jumping out of local op-
timum. Hence, the projection step is effective in SPELL. In
most practical-scaled stochastic ECR problems, the speed of
calculation is one of the major concerns of practitioners, and
thus we list the computation time for different algorithms in
Table 4.

As shown in Table 4, SPELL is more efficient than the
L-shaped algorithm because SPELL can utilize the network
structure of the ECR problem while approximating the
objective function. *e larger is the scale of the instance, the
more efficient SPELL is. *e L-shaped algorithm is time
consuming because 2000 samples are used in this experi-
ment, which corresponds to a large number of cuts for the
L-shaped algorithm. Compared with SPELL-NON, SPELL is
time consuming because the projection step in SPELL is
effective and the calculation of the projection requires more
computation time.

4.3. Performance under Various Distributions. In this sec-
tion, we aim to examine whether the distribution of the
uncertain parameters (supply αt

p,v(ω), demand βt
p,v(ω),

and remaining capacities of vessels, cs,t
r (ω)) affects the

performance of SPELL or not. Since the normal distri-
bution has been implemented in Section 4.2, we consider
two other distributions in this section: the exponential
and uniform distributions. *e results on the total op-
erational cost for the exponential and uniform distribu-
tions are presented in Tables 5 and 6, respectively, and the
computation time for the different algorithms is presented
in Table 7.

As shown in Tables 5 and 6, the performance under
exponential and uniform distributions is consistent with
those of uniform distribution in Section 4.2. SPELL can

achieve near-optimal solutions. According to Table 7, SPELL
and SPELL-NON are also more efficient than the L-shaped
algorithm. Moreover, the projection steps are effective be-
cause SPELL-NON requires more computation time than
SPELL. *us, the results are consistent with the fact that
SPELL do not require any information on the distribution of
the uncertain parameters.

4.4. Convergence Performance Analysis. From the perspec-
tive of liner operators in the shipping industry, one of the
major concerns in solving the practical-scaled ECR problem
is the rate of convergence. *us, in this section, we will
evaluate the convergence rate of SPELL. To measure the rate
of convergence of different methods, we implement each
algorithm for 40, 160, 640, 1200, and 4000 iterations and
compare the solutions of algorithms side by side as the
number of iterations increases. For our SPELL and myopic
algorithms, the number of iterations refers to the number of
samples used, whereas the number of iterations refers to the
numbers of cuts for the L-shaped algorithm.

*e results are summarized in Table 8. *e figures in the
table record the deviation from PB after a certain number of
iterations. Table 8 also lists the computation time per iter-
ation. We present the experimental results on the three-scale
problem instances, which vary in the dimensionality of the
recourse function.

As shown in Table 8, column 2 lists the methods used in
the experiment. Columns 3 to 7 contain the percent devi-
ation from the PB, and column 8 presents the computation
time per iteration. *e results demonstrate that SPELL can
produce high-quality solutions rather quickly and achieve
consistent performance under different problem instances.
In particular, when the scale of the problem is very large and
the dimensionality of the problem is increased, SPELL
continues to provide consistent performance with a short
computation time per iteration. *is feature makes SPELL

Table 3: Total operational cost of ECR for different algorithms.

P
Total cost (US$) (% gap from PB)

PB Myopic L-shaped SPELL-
NON SPELL

P1 13578 13956
(2.78)

13586
(0.05)

13608
(0.22)

13593
(0.11)

P2 23578086 25188893
(6.83)

23589701
(0.049)

23593593
(0.066)

23593169
(0.064)

P3 84910323 91377215
(7.61)

84940771
(0.036)

84946985
(0.043)

84944287
(0.040)

Table 4: *e computation time for different algorithms.

P
Computation time (s)

L-shaped SPELL-NON SPELL
P1 175 53 56
P2 7158 636 718
P3 45803 3865 4226
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attractive for liner operators in solving the practical-scaled
ECR problem. Compared with the L-shaped algorithm (bender
decomposition-based algorithm), SPELL is more competitive
for high-dimensional problems because separable approxi-
mations typically scale much more easily to the very high-
dimensional problem. Accordingly, SPELL is a promising
method for the stochastic ECR problem. Due to its simplicity
and fast runtime, SPELL is an attractive candidate for problems
where the computational cost for one experiment is high.

5. Conclusion

In order to incorporate uncertainties in the ECR problem,
we build a two-stage stochastic model with uncertain de-
mand, supply, and ship capacity, and this model could be
easily applied to the shipping industry. To solve the model,
we propose a separable piecewise linear learning algorithm
which does not require any information about the distri-
bution of uncertain parameters, and the learning steps can
provide information for updating the expected cost function

adaptively by using sample information on the objective
function itself. Moreover, the proposed algorithm can utilize
the network structure of the ECR problem and can solve the
large-scale stochastic ECR problem very efficiently. To
evaluate the performance of the algorithm, we solve three
scale problems which are based on three real-world shipping
service networks operated by the shipping company
COSCO. Numerical experiments indicate that SPELL is
efficient and effective. Moreover, the proposed method is
found to be very competitive for high-dimensional ECR
problems. In order to achieve a global optimum, a projection
step that implements the stochastic subgradient method is
performed to jump out from a local optimum, and the
computational result shows the effectiveness of the pro-
jection step in SPELL. As the two-stage model lives with the
assumption that we know the future at the end of the first
stage, it is unable to handle sequential decisions. We may
extend the two-stage problem to the multistage problem
which does not require such an assumption to solve the
maritime ECR problem in our future study.

Table 5: Total operational cost under exponential distribution.

P
Total cost (US$) (% gap from PB)

PB Myopic L-shaped SPELL-NON SPELL
P1 13578 14157 (4.26) 13592 (0.10) 13599 (0.15) 13596 (0.13)
P2 23578086 2533863 (7.46) 23592698 (0.062) 23596207 (0.077) 23595231 (0.072)
P3 84910323 91894742 (8.23) 84943683 (0.039) 84951191 (0.048) 84945932 (0.042)

Table 6: Total operational cost under uniform distribution.

P
Total cost (US$) (% gap from PB)

PB Myopic L-shaped SPELL-NON SPELL
P1 13578 14062 (3.56) 13589 (0.08) 13595 (0.12) 13591 (0.09)
P2 23578086 25263870 (7.15) 23591576 (0.57) 23594886 (0.071) 23594183 (0.068)
P3 84910323 91635996 (7.92) 84941579 (0.037) 84949385 (0.046) 84946223 (0.042)

Table 7: *e computation time for different algorithms under various distribution.

P
Computation time (s) (exponential) Computation time (s) (uniform)

L-shaped SPELL-NON SPELL L-shaped SPELL-NON SPELL
P1 181 55 58 177 54 58
P2 7163 641 722 7161 636 721
P3 45806 3867 4231 45858 3865 4229

Table 8: Percent deviation between the PB and the other algorithms on the operational costs.

Problem Algorithm
Number of iterations

Computation time/iteration (s)
40 160 640 1200 4000

P1
SPELL 9.28 3.56 0.71 0.28 0.07 0.02

L-shaped 1.17 0.85 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.09
Myopic 3.45 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 —

P2
SPELL 6.12 1.02 0.34 0.07 0.05 0.31

L-shaped 4.57 2.23 0.31 0.06 0.04 3.58
Myopic 7.68 7.21 7.15 7.15 7.15 —

P3
SPELL 4.68 0.76 0.13 0.05 0.02 1.93

L-shaped 5.97 3.28 1.38 0.62 0.36 22.90
Myopic 8.21 7.66 7.63 7.61 7.61 —
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Appendix

A. Convergence Theorem of SPELL

In this appendix, we state the convergence of the theorem of
SPELL. Subsequently, we list several properties of the ap-
proximation that are used to prove the convergence of
SPELL. Finally, we present the proof for our theorem.

Without loss of generality, we make the following
assumptions:

(A.1) X ⊂ Rn is convex and compact
(A.2) EωQ(x1,ω) is convex, finite, and continuous
on X

(A.3) gk is bounded such that ‖gk‖≤ c1 for each ω ∈ Ω;
qk is bounded such that ‖qk‖≤ c2 for each ω ∈ Ω
(A.4) Piecewise linear function Q

k
(x) is convex, im-

plying that

Q
k

x1(  − Q
k

y1( ≤ q
k

x1( 
T

x1 − y1( . (A.1)

(A.5) *e step size αk is Hk-measurable and satisfies



∞

k�0
E α2k ≤∞, 0< αk < 1. (A.2)

In addition to the assumption from (A.1) to (A.5), the
following assumption is required to characterize the
piecewise linear convex approximation functions.
(A.6) *ere exists a constant δ and a positive b, such
that for any two points x1, y1 ∈ X, if |x1 − y1|> δ, then
|q(x1) − q(y1)|≥ b|x1 − y1|. If there exists q(x1) and
q(y1) such that qk(x1) − qk(y1) � 0, then |x1 − y1|≤ δ.
If δ⟶∞, then the function becomes purely linear; if
δ⟶ 0, then the function corresponds to a strongly
convex function.

Given assumptions (A.1) to (A.6), we obtain the fol-
lowing theorem of SPELL.

Theorem 1. If (A.1)–(A.6) are satisfied, then the sequence of
xk
1  generated by the algorithm SPELL converges almost

surely to the optimal solution x∗1 ∈ X∗ of problem (8).

To prove *eorem 1, we need to use the Martingale
convergence theorem and three lemmas.

Martingale Convergence4eorem. A sequence of random
variables Wk , which are Hk-measurable, is said to be a
supermartingale if the sequence of conditional expectations
E Wk+1|Hk  exists and satisfies E Wk+1|Hk ≤Wk .

Theorem 2 (from [43], p.26). Let Wk be a positive super-
martingale. 4en, Wk converges to a finite random variables
a.s.

*e above definition indicates that Wk is essentially the
stochastic analogue of a decreasing sequence.

On the basis of the convexity property, the optimal
solution for problem (i) in Figure 3 at iteration m is
characterized by the following inequality:

q
m

x
m
1  

T
x1 − x

m
1 ≥ 0, ∀x1 ∈ X. (A.3)

To obtain *eorem 1, we require the following three
lemmas. *e first lemma indicates that the difference be-
tween the solutions of two consecutive update processes is
bounded by the step size and magnitude of the stochastic
gradient. *e second lemma shows that the approximation
Q

k
(x1) is finite, and the third lemma indicates that Tk

(which will be explained later) is bounded.

Lemma 1. For any two iterations i ∈ [m, m + 1) and
j ∈ [m + 1, m + 2), solutions xi

1 and x
j
1 produced by SPELL

satisfy the following:

αmg
m

x
i
1 − x

j
1 ≤

αmc1( 
2

b
. (A.4)

Proof. Consider a special case, where i and j correspond to
two consecutive iterations. Let i � m + 1 − 1 and j � m + 1.
On the basis of (A.3), we know that

q
m+1

x
m+1
1  

T

x1 − x
m+1
1 ≥ 0, ∀x1 ∈ X. (A.5)

On the basis of the updating rule of the approximation
function, we can obtain

q
m+1− 1

x
m+1
1  + αm+1−1 g

m+1−1
− q

m+1−1
x

m+1−1
1   

T

x1 − x
m+1
1 ≥ 0, ∀x1 ∈ X. (A.6)

We substitute x1 with xm+1−1
1 in equation (A.6) and

obtain

αm+1−1 g
m+1−1

− q
m+1− 1

x
m+1−1
1  

T

x
m+1−1
1 − x

m+1
1 ≥ q

m+1− 1
x

m+1−1
1 

T

x
m+1
1 − x

m+1−1
1 . (A.7)
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We rearrange the terms to obtain the following
expression:

αm+1−1 g
m+1− 1

 
T

x
m+1−1
1 − x

m+1
1 

≥ q
m+1− 1

x
m+1−1
1 

T

x
m+1
1 − x

m+1−1
1 

− αm+1−1 q
m+1− 1

x
m+1−1
1  

T

x
m+1
1 − x

m+1−1
1 

� q
m+1− 1

x
m+1
1  − q

m+1− 1
x

m+1−1
1  

T

x
m+1
1 − x

m+1−1
1 

+ 1 − αm+1−1(  q
m+1− 1

x
m+1−1
1  

T

x
m+1
1 − x

m+1−1
1 .

(A.8)

If iteration m + 1 − 1 and m + 1 are not in the same
update process, this implies that
qm+1− 1(xm+1−1

1 )≠ qm+1− 1(xm+1
1 ). Based on assumption (A.6),

we know that
|qm+1− 1(xm+1−1

1 ) − qm+1− 1(xm+1
1 )|≥ b|xm+1−1

1 − xm+1
1 |.

On the basis of equations (A.3) and (A.6) and
0< αm+1−1 < 1, we obtain

αm+1−1 g
m+1− 1

 
T

x
m+1−1
1 − x

m+1
1 

≥ b x
m+1−1
1 − x

m+1
1

������

������

2

+ 1 − αm+1−1(  q
m+1− 1

x
m+1−1
1  

T

x
m+1
1 − x

m+1−1
1 

≥ b x
m+1−1
1 − x

m+1
1

������

������

2
.

(A.9)

We apply Schwartz’ inequality to obtain the following
expression:

αm+1−1 g
m+1− 1

������

������ · x
m+1−1
1 − x

m+1
1

������

������≥ αm+1−1 g
m+1− 1

 
T

· x
m+1−1
1 − x

m+1
1 

≥ b x
m+1−1
1 − x

m+1
1

������

������

2
.

(A.10)

*us, ‖xm+1−1
1 − xm+1

1 ‖≤ αm+1−1 · c1/b. *e following ex-
pression is applicable:

αm+1−1 g
m+1− 1

 
T

x
m+1−1
1 − x

m+1
1 ≤

αm+1− 1c1( 
2

b
.

(A.11)

For any i ∈ [m, m + 1 − 1], gi � gm � gm+1− 1 and
qi(x1) � qm(x1) � qm+1− 1(x1). *erefore,

αm g
m

 
T

x
i
1 − x

m+1
1 ≤

αmc1( 
2

b
. (A.12)

For any i ∈ [m, m + 1 − 1], j ∈ [m + 1, m + 2 − 1] and
gj � gm+1 � gm+2− 1 for any x1 ∈ X. *erefore,

αm g
m

 
T

x
i
1 − x

j
1 ≤

αmc1( 
2

b
. (A.13)

□

Lemma 2. 4e approximation function Q
k
(x1) in iteration k

can be written as Q
k
(x1) � Q

0
(x1) + (gk)Tx1, where gk is a

finite vector.

Proof. According to equation (24) in Proposition 1, we can
conclude that gk+1 is a linear combination of g1, g2, . . . , gk.
Since gk and q0(x1) are finite, there exists a finite and positive
vector d such that

d≥ max
k

g
k

− q
0

x
k
1 



. (A.14)

According to lemma 2 by Cheung and Powell [30], we
can conclude that gk+1 ≥ d.

Let Tk � Q
k
(x∗1 ) − Q

k
(xk

1), where x∗1 denotes the op-
timal solution. *e following lemma characterizes the dif-
ference between Tk+1 and Tk. □

Lemma 3. For any two iterations i ∈ [m − 1, m − 1] and
j ∈ [m, m + 1 − 1], Ti and Tj satisfy

T
j

− T
i ≤ αm g

m
 

T
x

i
1 − x

j
1  + αm g

m
 

T
x
∗
1 − x

i
1 .

(A.15)

Proof. We consider the special case. Let i � m and j � m + 1.
By rewriting x∗1 − xm+1 as x∗1 − xm + xm − xm+1, we obtain

Q
m+1

x1(  � Q
m+1− 1

x1(  + αm+1−1

· g
m+1− 1

− q
m+1− 1

x
m+1−1
1  

T

x1

� Q
m

x1(  + αm g
m

− q
m

x
m
1  

T
x1.

(A.16)

Subsequently,

T
m+1

− T
m

� Q
m

x
∗
1(  + αm g

m
− q

m
x

m
1  

T
x
∗
1

− Q
m

x
m+1
1  + αm g

m
− q

m
x

m
1  

T
x

m+1
1 

− Q
m

x
∗
1(  − Q

m
x

m
1  

� αm g
m

− q
m

 
T

x
∗
1 − x

m
1 + x

m
1 − x

m+1
1 

+ Q
m

x
m
1  − Q

m
x

m+1
1 

� Q
m

x
m
1  − Q

m
x

m+1
1  − αm q

m
 

T
x

m
1 − x

m+1
1  
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− αm q
m

 
T

x
∗
1 − x

m
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II

+ αm g
m

 
T

x
m
1 − x
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III

+ αm g
m

 
T

x
∗
1 − x

m
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IV

.

(A.17)
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We consider each part individually. Given that
qm ∈z Q

m
(xm

1 ), by convexity of Q
m

(xm
1 ), we obtain

Q
m

x
m
1  − Q

m
x

m+1
1 ≤ q

m
 

T
x

m
1 − x

m+1
1 . (A.18)

Hence, the following expression is applicable:

Q
m

x
m
1  − Q

m
x

m+1
1 ≤ q

m
 

T
x

m
1 − x

m+1
1 

� 1 − αm(  q
m

 
T

x
m
1 − x

m+1
1 

+ αm q
m

 
T

x
m
1 − x

m+1
1 .

(A.19)

Given equation (A.3) and 0< αm < 1, we know that
(Ι)≤ 0. Additionally, from equation (A.3) and 0< αm < 1, we
know that (II)≥ 0. *us, Tm+1 − Tm ≤ αm(gm)T

(xm
1 − xm+1

1 ) + αm(gm)T(x∗1 − xm
1 ).

For any i ∈ [m, m + 1 − 1], gi � gm � gm+1− 1 and
qi(x1) � qm(x1) � qm+1− 1(x1) for any x1 ∈ X. *erefore,

T
m+1

− T
i ≤ αm g

m
 

T
x

i
1 − x

m+1
1  + αm g

m
 

T
x
∗
1 − x

i
1 .

(A.20)

For any i ∈ [m, m + 1 − 1] and j ∈ [m + 1, m + 2 − 1],

Q
j

� Q
m+1

� Q
m+2− 1 for any x1 ∈ X. *erefore,

T
j

− T
i ≤ αm g

m
 

T
x

i
1 − x

j
1  + αm g

m
 

T
x
∗
1 − x

i
1 .

(A.21)

With regard to the proof of *eorem 1, we consider two
cases. In the first case, the algorithm does not terminate in a
given update process. *erefore, any update process before
the algorithm terminates exhibits finite iterations, that is,
m + 1 − m<M for any m, where M denotes a large number.
In the second case, the algorithm may halt in a given update
process. We prove *eorem 1 in each case. □

Case 1. SPELL does not terminate in a given update process.
In this case, we consider a subsequence of xk

1 , xm
1 . We

prove that the subsequence xm
1  converges to the true

optimal x∗1 . By the definition of gk ∈zQ(xk
1,ωk+1), we can

obtain

g
k

 
T

x
∗
1 − x

k
1 ≤Q x

∗
1 ,ωk+1

  − Q x
k
1,ω

k+1
 , (A.22)

where Q(x1,ωk+1) denotes the operational cost function
given the outcome ωk+1.

Lemma 1 implies the following:

αm g
m

 
T

x
i
1 − x

j
1 ≤

αmc1( 
2

b
. (A.23)

Based on Lemma 3, the difference Tm+1 − Tm is as
follows:

T
m+1

− T
m ≤ αm g

m
 

T
x

m
1 − x

m+1
1  + αm g

m
 

T
x
∗
1 − x
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≤ −αm Q x
m
1 ,ωm+1

  − Q x
∗
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+ αm g
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T

x
∗
1 − x

m
1 

≤ −αm Q x
m
1 ,ωm+1

  − Q x
∗
1 ,ωm+1

  

+
αmc1( 

2

b
.

(A.24)

We take conditional expectation of equation (A.24) with
respect to Hk on both sides and obtain

E T
m+1

Hm ≤T
m

− αm Q x
m
1  − Q x

∗
1(   +

αmc1( 
2

b
,

(A.25)

where Q(x1) denotes the expected recourse function, that is,
EωQ(x1,ω); Tm, αm, and xm

1 on the right-hand side are
deterministic given the conditioning on Hk. *e condi-
tioningHk does not provide any information onωm+1.*us,
we replace Q(x1,ωm+1) (for x1 � xk

1 and x1 � x∗1 ) with its
expectation Q(x1). Given that αm(Q(xm

1 ) − Q(x∗1 ))≥ 0, the
sequence

W
m

� T
m

+
αmc1( 

2

b
, (A.26)

is a positive supermartingale. *eorem 2 implies the almost
sure convergence of Wm. *us,

T
m⟶ T

∗
, a.s. (A.27)

We perform the summation of equation (A.24) from 0 to
M and obtain the following expression:

T
M

− T
0 ≤ − 

M

m�0
αm Q x

m
1 ,ωm+1

  − Q x
∗
1 ,ωm+1

  

+ 
M

m�0

αmc1( 
2

b
.

(A.28)

We take the expectation of both sides. For the first term
on the right-hand side, we take the conditional expectation
with respect to Hm and then over all Hm:
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− T
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M

m�0
E E αm Q x
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∗
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∗
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M
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(A.29)

We take the limit as M⟶∞ and use the finiteness of
TM and 

M
m�0 E α2m  to obtain



M

m�0
E αm Q x

m
1 ,ωm+1

  − Q x
∗
1 ,ωm+1

  


Hm <∞.

(A.30)

Given that Q(xm
1 ,ωm+1) − Q(x∗1 ,ωm+1)≥ 0 and


M
m�0 E α2m  �∞(a.s.)., there exists a subsequence m{ } such

that

Q x
m
1 ⟶ Q x

∗
1( , a.s. (A.31)

By continuity of Q, the sequence converges. *us,

x
m
1 ⟶ x

∗
1 , a.s. (A.32)

*en, we construct another subsequence xm−1
1 . Based

on equation (A.24),

E T
M+2− 1

− T
M+1− 1

 ≤ − 
M

m�0
αm Q x

m+1−1
1 ,ωm+2− 1

 

− Q x
∗
1 ,ωm+2− 1

  +
αmc1( 

2

b
.

(A.33)

Similarly, we can prove the following:

x
m−1
1 ⟶ x

∗
1 , a.s. (A.34)

By a similar logic, we can show that a very general
subsequence xi

1 , i ∈ [m, m + 1 − 1], converges to x∗1 al-
most surely. We call this the class of subsequence Xs.

All update processes include finite iterations. *erefore,
given any subsequence of xk

1 , we can extract a subsequence
that belongs to Xs. Subsequently, we reach the following
conclusion:

x
k
1⟶ x

∗
1 , a.s. (A.35)

Case 2. *e algorithm terminates in a given update process.
In this case, the algorithm terminates a purely projected

stochastic gradient procedure that produces a convergent
sequence.

*erefore, we reach the conclusion of *eorem 1.
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